From: The Citizens of the World
To: All World Officials Possessing a Conscience
Re: The Continued Violations of Human Rights
Notice:
We the citizens of the world are deeply concerned and highly upset by several events which are
unresolved and demand resolution. Given the inactivity, incompetence and collusion of the bodies given
the power and authority to investigate, arrest and prosecute we are taking matters into our own hands
and seeking international intervention so that the heinous crimes which we are forced to accept and
which are flaunted in our faces on a daily basis in the world’s media are once and for all put to an end.
We demand explanations, investigations and resolutions into the following issues (the list of which will
be expanded on in the near future) of which we have seen clear irrefutable evidence:
A) The UK not allowing Julian Paul Assange safe passage to Ecuador.
B) The reported takeover of the WikiLeaks organization by the Central Intelligence Agency of the
United States on October 16th 2016 and the disappearance of staff and associates.
C) The political assassination of Seth Rich after he met Craig Murray and passed him information.
D) The international child rape, murder and trafficking ring commonly known as Pizzagate, which
involves state actors and players at the highest levels.
E) The clear and open fake nature of “news” outlets which are covering for heinous criminals and
which must not be allowed to operate any longer as they are clearly compromised and choose
to deceive rather than fulfill their responsibilities to inform.
F) The attempted takeover of society, the media, the Internet and the world by the Central
Intelligence Agency, the National Security Agency and all of their client states and intelligence
bodies and their operations to manipulate and control the populations of the world. This
includes an immediate end to censorship, hacker attacks, all MKULTRA and MOCKINGBIRD type
programs which are in use today, Psychological Operations and the outright assassination of
anyone who exposes their illegality, malfeasance, illegal tactics and methods!
These international criminals under the color of authority have been fighting an undeclared illegal
shadow war against the peace loving people of the world for much too long. We demand justice,
accountability, rule of law and the complete and total adherence to international laws, conventions and
all laws, treaties, agreements, and conventions regarding human rights.
We the citizens of the world demand justice under the concept of common law and justice under the
just, proper and unwavering belief that no one, no country and no organization is or can be allowed to
remain above the law!
Signed,
Citizens of the World

